Helping healthcare providers drive better results and reduce risk from locum staff, temporary workers and outsourced services.

- Only 59% of healthcare providers’ workforce spend is on employees.
- The other 41% is on the external workforce, which is comprised of:
  - contingent workers, such as locum doctors, per-diem nurses and non-clinical temporary staff.
  - outsourced services, such as specialist diagnostic providers, cleaning services, and catering.

- 43% of healthcare executives say they would be unable to conduct business as usual without an external workforce.
- 63% of healthcare providers say the external workforce is important or extremely important for sourcing skills specific to their industry.

Many healthcare providers under-manage locum staff, non-clinical temporary workers and outsourced services. This creates significant risk.

Healthcare providers experience the following issues with contingent workers “sometimes, frequently or nearly every engagement:”

- 48% experience compliance issues
- 40% experience overcharges and duplicate payments
- 44% experience digital security breaches

SAP Fieldglass solutions can help you:
- Gain visibility into your locum staff, temporary workers and outsourced services.
- Automatically generate reports to satisfy auditors.
- Automatically manage complex pay rates and irregular shifts.
- Manage each person's certifications – and see when they need to be renewed.
- Automate worker on- and offboarding.
- Manage access to data, systems and facilities – including switching off access at the end of the contract.
- And so much more...

The result? Real impact. Real value. Real results.

Sourcing skills
Discover how an Australian insurance provider used SAP Fieldglass to hire 400 workers within 5 days to staff the national coronavirus hotline.

Want to learn more?
Read our healthcare e-book or contact us.